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Introduction 
For each nz 1, let &,=e2ni’n and let O,=Z[[,,] be the ring of integers in the 
cyclotomic field K, of nth roots of unity. We denote 0, = li,m On = Un On the ring of 
all cyclotomic integers, the direct limit being taken with respect to the natural 
inclusions 0,-O, for n dividing m. For any commutative ring A, the group of 
isomorphism classes of projective modules of rank 1 is denoted by Pit(A) as usual. 
For instance, Pic(OJ is the ideal class group of On while Pic(Om) = lim Pic(OJ. - 
The aim of this note is to prove the following plausible result which does not seem 
to be in the literature. 
Theorem. As an abeiian group, Pic(O-) is isomorphic to a countable direct sum of 
copies of Q/Z. 
It would be of great interest to study its structure as a module over the Galois 
group of the cyclotomic field K, = I&I Kn = Q(_D-). 
The reader is invited to look at the main theorem, of which the above is a special 
case. 
Results 
We shall consider all number fields as subfields of the complex numbers and 
denote complex conjugation by r. We shall systematically denote by A - (resp. A -) 
the subset of A such that r(a) = a (resp. r(a) = -a) for any abelian group on which r 
acts. Our first observation deals with the group of units U, = 1% U, where U, = 0,. 
Lemma 1. U, = U&u where ,u =,uum is the group of all roots of unity. 
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Proof. CJ,/CJz= 1% CJ,,/U,’ is torsion by the Dirichlet unit theorem, since U,’ is 
the group of units of the real subfield h’,’ of K,,. Hence, for z in U,, T(Z)Z- ’ = 6 is a 
root of unity. Let C = q -* = r(q)q -I, then z = (2~ - *)q with the first factor in CJ& 
Remark. The lemma follows also from the analogous result at finite levels proven 
in [2). 
Our result will follow from the interplay between the Kummer theoretic and class 
field theoretic interpretations of the maximal unramified abelian extension L of K,. 
Denote Gal(L/K,) by X, it is a compact totally disconnected group on which 
Gal(K&Q) acts by inner automorphisms. Kummer theory immediately gives the 
following. 
Lemma 2. Let V= {x~ L Ix’ is in K, for some r). Then we have a perfect pairing 
(V/K,)xX-+p 
compatible with the action of Galois. 
Lemma 3. There is a natural exact sequence 
o+ w/u,-, V/K;, A Pic(O=) 
where W={~~L~~‘~U~forsorner}. 
Proof. If x is in V, then for some r,x’= y belongs to K, and K&v”? is unramified 
over K,. Hence, for some sufficiently large multiple n of r, y belongs to K,, and 
KAy”3 is unramified over Kn (cf. [3]). It follows that yOn =A’ for some fractional 
ideal A of K,. The formula @(class(x)) = class of A in Pic(O-) is independent of all 
choices made and gives us the desired map $. We note that x, as above, defines a 
class in the kernel of @ if and only if ~‘0, = ~0, = w’Om, for some w in K,. Hence 
(x/w)’ is in U, and so the claim follows by Lemma 1 and the divisibility of Jo. 
Remark. W/U, = (W/U,) + by the argument used in the proof of Lemma 1. 
Proposition 1. We have an exact sequence 
O-E-+ Hom(X/( 1 - r)X,p)- Pic(0,) 
where E is the subgroup of elements of order 2 in W/U,. 
Proof. Lemma 2 asserts that V/K;= Hom(X,p). Hence 
( V/K,) - z Hom(X,p) - a Hom(X/(l - r)X,p) 
since T acts by inversion on p. The result follows upon applying - to the sequence in 
Lemma 3 in conjunction with the remark above. In fact, for any (r)-module B, 
B+ nB- consists of the kernel of multiplication by 2. 
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Let us now pass to the class field theoretic interpretation. We first recall a result 
of Yamamoto [4]. 
Lemma 4. For any integer n, there is a sequence ki of real quadratic number fields 
whose ideal class group contains a cyclic subgroup of order n. We may suppose that 
the discriminants of the quadratic fields are pairwise relatively prime. 
Proposition 2. For any integers m, s, there is a surjection 
X/( 1 - s)X+(Z/mh)s~O. 
Proof. Set n = 2m and apply Lemma 4 to get s real quadratic fields kl, . . . , k, whose 
ideal class groups have a quotient cyclic of order n. Class field theory provides us 
with cyclic unramified extensions Mi over ki. Since the discriminants of k, and thus 
of Mi are pairwise relatively prime, we have: 
(a) M=Ml a+. M,, is a totally real unramifield extension of k = kl --a kn. 
(b) M is Galois over Q and G(M/Q) z Cl=, G(Mi/Q). 
(c) G(M/k) z (Z/nZ)5 
Let K, be the cyclotomic field as before, then MnK, =N defines an absolutely 
abelian extension unramified over k. This guarantees that if v is any valuation of fV, 
the inertia group I, has order at most 2. Let I be the subgroup of H= G(N/Q) 
generated by all IV. Then Minkowski’s theorem asserts that the fixed field of I must 
be Q, since it is everywhere unramified. Hence H= I is an elementary 2-group. 
Now we have the diagram of fields: 
MK, 
I 
k 
and Z = G(MK-/K,) z G(M/N) and G(MK,/KL) = G(M/N) x (5). Hence Z is a 
quotient of the maximal quotient of X (as earlier) on which T acts trivially. The 
group Z differs from G(M/K) by the elementary abelian 2-group G(N/K). 
Corollary 1. For any integers I, s we have an injection 
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Proof. It suffices to apply Propositions 1 and 2 with M = 21. 
Now let F be an arbitrary finite extension of Q. Let Fn= F(m) and let Rn be the 
ring of integers of F,,. Pass to the limits and denote R, = I@ Rn and F= = I@ Fn= 
FK,. We are interested in Pic(R,). 
Lemma 5. Let F be as above. We may find an integer no such that if n is any 
multiple of no andp is an prime, the extension F&F,, is totally ramified at al/primes 
dividing p. 
Proof. For each prime p, there is an integer r@) such that the primes above p are 
totally ramified in the extension. Fp-/Fpw (cf. [3]). Moreover, r(p)=0 if p is 
unramified in F. Then no= l&p’@‘) satisfies our lemma. 
Without loss, we shall assume F contains &, 
Fn K, = K, and so that Lemma 5 holds as well. 
Lemma 6. Pic(R,) is a divisible torsion group. 
where no has been chosen so that 
Proof. This need be checked only for I-primary components I a prime. Let x in 
Pic(R,) have order P. We wish to prove that x is in an Ith power. Without loss, we 
may suppose that x comes from a class C in Pic(R,,) of order P and that n is a 
multiple of no. 
Let L,, be the Hilbert class field of F,, so that Pic(Rn) may be identified with 
G(Ln/Fn) by the reciprocity map. We have the following diagram of fields 
and F,,=L,,~F,,I since F,,r is ramified totally at the primes dividing / while Ln is 
unramified. Hence G(L,([r)/F,,)= Pic(Rn) x G(F,dF,,) in a natural way. The 
Cebotorev density theorem asserts that we may find infinitely many prime ideals y 
of F,,, of absolute degree 1 whose Frobenius is (C, 1). In other words there is a prime 
y of F,, such that 
(i) NFJQ(~) =p a rational prime, 
(ii) p= 1 (mod f), 
(iii) the class of y in F,, is C, 
(iv) p is prime to n. 
Now consider the extension F,,,-, of F. Out standing assumption implies that the 
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primes above p ramify totally. Moreover, let P be the prime above y in F,, then 
PP-‘= yRnp. Let y be the image of the class of (P’J-I)“) in Pic(Rm), then y’=x as 
desired. 
Putting our results together we arrive at our goal. 
Theorem. Let F be any finite extension of Q. R, the ring of integers in rhe 
extension obtained by adjoining all roots of unify to F. Then Pic(R=) is isomorphic 
to a countable direct sum of copies of Q/Z. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 6 and the known structure of divisible torsion groups [5], 
it suffices to verify that for each prime p, Pic(R,) contains elementary p-groups of 
arbitrarily large rank. 
To achieve this, we note that F, is a finite extension of K, whose degree we 
denote by t. We have natural maps 
i : Pic(O,)+Pic(R-), Iv: Pic(Ra)+Pic(Om) 
whose composition No i is multiplication by 1. Hence the kernel of i is annihilated by 
1. Setting I= fp in Corollary 1 to Proposition 2, we conclude that Pic(R=) contains 
elementary p-subgroup of arbitrary rank. 
Concluding remarks 
This paper raises many questions. Now that we know Pic(R,) as abelian group, 
what is it as a module over the Galois group G(F,/F)? What can be said about the 
Galois group at the maximal unramified abelian extension of F,? Can one recover 
any asymptotic behaviour about Pic(Rn) from this as in Iwasawa’s theory? 
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